
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Whether this was unconscious diplomacy on my part, or not, I
_________________ to say-but the remark was true enough, and it pleased
him extremely.

1.

(not/like)
shouldn't like

And __________________________?2. (why/she/not/dance/?)why shouldn't she dance

I _____________ I did know him!3. (say)should say

_____________________ her to get this boy, who was killing her affection
for himself?
4.

(why/he/help/?)
Why should he help

You ________________ to each other known.5. (become)should become

I don't think that I _____________ tired of you.6. (get)should get

_________________ a trouble, Mr. Warwick?7. (I/not/be/?)Shouldn't I be

It was quickly decided that they __________________ the chase.8.
(continue)

should continue

I feel perhaps, we __________________.9. (organize)should organize

He is made to think that all the world is against him, and he sees no
reason why he _________________ himself against the world.
10.

(not/set)should not set

She knew that he __________________ such a remark to her, a perfect
stranger.
11.

(not/make)
should not make

Strange that we ______________ so soon.12. (meet)should meet

I had done it the last time-it seemed impossible she
__________________ again after our interview; and for the next I had
speedily ripened a fresh plan.

13.

(not/come)
should not come

Well, I _________________ to be you when you get back, that's all!14.
(not/care)

shouldn't care

I ______________ to know who you are.15. (like)should like
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____________________, Uncle Tom?16. (what/he/do/?)What should he do

When Keith was gone the girl made no outcry, asked no questions,
managed that Larry _____________________ her intuition; all that evening
she acted as if she knew of nothing preparing within him, and through him,
within herself.

17.

(not/suspect)

should not suspect

What if he ____________ in error?18. (be)should be

She agrees with me that I ____________.19. (go)should go

Still, I don't see why we _______________ friends.20. (not/be)shouldn't be
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